
$ 600
With an erotic fore-edge painting, framed in classical Roman columns (setting the scene), shows a nude woman on a chaise lounge, reaching out to the genitals of a standing nude man. In the background is another copulating couple, to the right side is another scene, again with a couple in a copulating stance. Painted for Harrington's, London, [by their house artist] ca. 1994. Harrington's commissioned the binding repair, adding the new spine and the words "FOREEDGE PAINTING" at the foot of the spine.

Bryce, member of Parliament and Ambassador to the United States, "was admitted to the Bar and practiced law in London for a few years but was soon called back to Oxford to become Regius Professor of Civil Law, a position he held from 1870 to 1893. From 1870 to 1875 he was also Professor of Jurisprudence at Owens College, Manchester.[citation needed] His reputation as an historian had been made as early as 1864 by his work on the Holy Roman Empire." [Wikipedia]. An erudite man, he stated, "Life is too short for reading inferior books."

PROVENANCE: Joseph Wood MVO (1841–1923) was an English clergyman and schoolmaster, headmaster successively of Leamington College, Tonbridge School, and Harrow School, and while in London a prebendary of St Paul's Cathedral. He was headmaster of his three schools for forty years and in retirement was a Canon of Rochester Cathedral. – J.B. Bowes [1910]. – Harrington's [1994].

$ 675

With an erotic fore-edge painting showing a scene of a man, his penis erect and two women with their rears bare and awaiting his visit, in a country field setting, a tree to the left, set within an oval and the borders imitating the red marbled endleaves. Painted for Harrington's, London, [by their house artist] ca. 1994.

Revd. Dr Thomas Cockman, Doctor of Divinity (1675–1745), was the translator of this edition, sometime Master of University College, Oxford. William Melmoth (1665/66–1743) was an English devotional writer and lawyer.

$ 650

With an erotic fore-edge painting showing a bedroom scene, the young man wearing only his shirt, lying in bed, the nude lady-lover stroking his erect penis and taking some pleasure as his feet play between her legs. Painted for Harrington's, London, [by their house artist] ca. 1995.

The text is compiled by Drury, with numerous poetic contributions from various sources. Includes "A Song of Sixpence." (p. 113). Among the English selections are contributions by Samuel Rogers, Gray, Burns, Shakespeare, Tennyson, Gammer Gurton [unknown], Sheridan, Byron, Andrew Marvel, Ben Jonson, Cowper, Milton, Congreve, Prior, Colton, etc.

"In 1838 [Drury] became classical lecturer at Caius, but, having been ordained, he left Cambridge in 1839 to take sole charge of Alderley, Gloucestershire, a curacy which he exchanged the following year for that of Bromham, Wiltshire. Drury, together with some friends, projected and published the *Arundines Cami*, a collection of translations into Latin and Greek verse by several Cambridge men. The first edition was published in a beautiful form in 1841, and four subsequent editions appeared during Drury’s lifetime; a sixth, after his death, was edited by (his son-in-law) Mr. H. J. Hodgson in 1865. These successive editions contained several new pieces." [Wikipedia]. See:

PROVENANCE: Thomas Sebastian Bayley, M.A. [fl.ca.1855, Lancashire].

$ 600

With an erotic fore-edge painting showing a nude lesbian couple lying on a chaise lounge and enjoying each other. The scene is framed within an ochre border, a bluish-green wallpaper panel on either side, itself framed in ochre, a bureau partly displayed on the left, a circular window (or mirror) on the left. Painted for Harrington’s, London [by their house artist], ca. 1994.

With a wonderfully erotic and playful double fore-edge painting by the master of the discipline, Martin Frost, painted ca. 1996. Signed by the artist "MF" in the scene. In classical motifs, borders and set within an oval frame: Three nude nymphs running to an erect Satyr. On the reverse: Three Satyrs (one erect) approaching a nude nymph. Signed on the lower right of the scene oval.

The text is arranged in two books, containing eight chapters: The Metamorphoses of Venus; I: Of Copulation; II: On Pedication; III: Of Irrumation; IV: Of Masturbation; V: Cunnilingues; VI: Of Tribads; VII: On Intercourse with Animals; VIII: Of
Spintrian Postures; concluding with an "Enumeration of the Erotic Postures" (90 of them).

Bound by the artist himself, Martin Frost, newly gilded edges, on this privately printed edition of 100 copies: "None of these copies are for sale."

"De figuris Veneris (On the figures of Venus) is an anthology of ancient Greek and ancient Roman writings on erotic topics, discussed objectively and classified and grouped by subject matter. It was first published by the German classicist Friedrich Karl Forberg in 1824 in Latin and Greek as a commentary to Antonio Beccadelli's (1394-1471) Hermaphroditus (commonly referred to as Antonii Panormitae Hermaphroditus), an erotic poem sequence of 1425 in renaissance Latin, though it was later also published as a separate work."

"Forberg's work was later also translated into English in 1899 and published by Charles Carrington as De figuris Veneris, Manual of classical erotology, and again in 1907 by Charles Hirsch, and into French, German and Spanish. The French edition by Alcide Bonneau was titled Manuel d'érotologie classique. One French edition of 1906 was illustrated by Édouard-Henri Avril, which concludes with a list of 95 sexual positions. Most of the editions were restricted to high society or censored; one of the copies edited in France was immediately deposited on the secret shelves of the Bibliothèque nationale de France. The Spanish translation was titled Manual de erótica clásica." [Wikipedia].
[32] Friedrich Karl Forberg’s *Classical Erotology*

$ 800

With a well-painted erotic fore-edge painting, the curtain opened for a revealing view of a mature man lying on his back, his penis erect, the mature woman holding it and placing the number in her vagina, she showing her back side and ready to straddle his loins. The background shows an interior with large columns. Painted for Harrington's, London, [by their house artist] ca. 1997.
Double Fore-edge Painting with Erotic Scenes, Signed by the Artist


$1,500

With a double fore-edge painting showing bawdy ("and athletic") erotic scenes, painted by Martin Frost, signed with both his initials, and containing his handwritten colophon at rear, dated 1999. Frost has painted two side-by-side fore-edges, giving four vignettes in all: "Four scenes of athletic and ingenious lust" The first side shows a copulating man and woman on either a horse or on a carriage drawn by a horse, after Thomas Rowlandson's works. Frost's initials are found on the lower right of this side. The reverse side shows two vertical vignettes depicting coitus on a bike (rather an imaginary wheeled chair with parasol (note the erect penis statue in the background)), and a stage scene with a partially nude woman lifting her skirt high to give a view of her genitals, and a happy pot-bellied man with a huge erect penis that balances a bowl and 3 goblets (he is talented!), his costume of the British stage, his genitals showing as if being the star of the show. An audience whoops it up in the gallies. Both characters sportingly wear a feather in their hair or cap.
[34] Thomas Hood's *Whims and Oddities.*

$ 750

With an erotic fore-edge painting of a man and woman, nude, in bed, etc. Painted for Harrington's, London, [by their house artist] ca. 1997. Well painted scene, very erotic. The scene is not signed, but the origin of being painted is known.

$500

With an erotic fore-edge painting, set within a styled wooden frame, an austere bedroom (the bed being about the only element), a man and a woman, both partly dressed. He is lying on the bed and propped up by two pillows, the lady, with her back facing him, straddling his loins. Painted for Harrington’s, London [by their house artist], ca. 1995.

PROVENANCE: I.H. [unknown].

$ 700

With an erotic fore-edge painting set within a wide ochre border, corner florets in black, the scene depicting a mostly nude woman reclined in her bed, fingerling her vagina holding on the other hand a dildo. Another woman is entering the chamber. On the left side of the frame is a bureau with a mirror and a goblet. The lady in bed is watching herself masturbating in the mirror. Painted for Harrington's, London, [by their house artist] ca. 1994. Harrington's commissioned the binding repair, adding the new spine and the words "FOREEDGE PAINTING" at the foot of the spine.

The erotic fore-edge painting on the edges is vertical, showing an interior of a room, with a man and thick-thighed woman locked in their intercourse, this penis addressing her lily white buxom thighs, one leg lifted up to his waist and standing on the other foot (her position being quite agile). She wears a bonnet, her skirt brushed to the side, her arms clinging to him. He retains his cap, coat and boots, his pants dropped to his knees. Painted for Harrington’s, London, [by their house artist] ca. 1995.
PROVENANCE: Lieutenant G R Westmacott. WWI Unit: Grenadier Guards. Received this book as a prize in 1902.

[34] Sir Walter Scott's *Poetical Works*. 
Enoch Arden, etc. London: Edward Moxon, 1864. ¶ Small 8vo. [4], 178 pp. Fore-edge painting: 1) Nude couple, on a bed, she with upstretched arms, he with his penis erect approaching his lover. 2) Nude man masturbating.
1) Vertical scene showing the woman kneeling and performing fellatio on the man. 2) Nude man and woman with another copulation position.

Gareth and Lynette. London: Strahan, 1872. ¶ Small 8vo. [6], 136 pp. Fore-edge painting: 1) Full penetration scene of the man and woman, viewing from the man's rear. 2) Man and woman nude where he is performing fellatio on the woman.

Tiresias and other poems, 1885. Small 8vo. viii, 203, [1] pp. Fore-edge painting: 1) Nude couple, the lady performing fellatio on the man. 2) Another position of the same, she with her back to the man, manipulating his genitalia.
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JEFF WEBER RARE BOOKS

Avenue des Alpes, 104
1820 MONTREUX, VAUD
SWITZERLAND

Phone: +41 (079) 630 23 73
weberbks@pacbell.net
weberrarebooks@gmail.com

MEMBER: ABAA ILAB

☐ AS PER OUR PREVIOUS ANNOUNCEMENT, WE HAVE MOVED TO SWITZERLAND. The body is here but the books, most of them, are not. Our address and phone changes are shown here. This is an advance notice of our first bookshop, open to the public. The store faces the French Alpes, situated behind the Palace Hotel, near the Gare, the local train station (which takes one to all points, staring with Geneva), and in better times an Italian restaurant is one of our neighbors – and a terrific Portuguese one just up the road. Montreux is famous for its annual Jazz Festival, Christmas displays, wine, and its picturesque beauty. And some of our former residents include artists, philosophers, rock & roll stars and an opera singer. My wife’s medical office adjoins mine. We both welcome all to come and visit.